
Private House - Walhain, Belgium

For this newly built house deeply inspired by the typical 18th century architectural design from 
the city of Bruges, Mr Vanderjeyden wanted to combine an old style for the look of his house 

with the new technologies of residence equipment. Thus, the interest for home automation began.  

The first priority here was to secure the house. This is why it was chosen to use the Domintell system to link it to 
cameras, then insuring the constant security of the area. An alarm system was also configured thanks to the various 
features offered by the Domintell technology. Alongside the security, the heating system of the residence was also 
automated by us in order to enable a better heat pump consumption management and an automated subfloor heating. 

The whole automated system of the house is controlled via a central screen set in the living room, alongside glass pushbuttons 
from the Rainbow range which are customizable thanks to the RGB technology. They can then adapt to any environment.

The project

Testimony

I was looking for an easy-to-configure home automation system which was at the same time 
able to use all the latest technologies (dimmable LEDs, heat pump management, cameras, 
audio, subfloor heating). Also, as home automation changes everyday, i wanted to work with 
a system offering a quality and accessible technical support. With its small structure close to 
customers, Domintell immediately seduced me.

Kris Vanderheyden
Owner



Installation objectives

Zoom on the Rainbow buttons 

The installer

The Rainbow range is our range of glass pushbuttons with indicator 
lights and backlight. Their unmatched design, alongside the 
RGB technology grant the possibility to easily place them in any 
environment, even the most sophisticated. Their indicator lights 
are indeed configurable button by button, among a selection of 
16 million colors. The selected colors are then eparately dimmable  
for an even more advanced customization. The range features 
designs with 2, 4 or 6 buttons, alongside LCD touchscreen solutions.
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Safety Design customizing Heating
Automated control of the 
cameras and configuration 
of a security system.

Possibility to customize the 
design of the buttons thanks 
to the RBG technology.

Centralized 
management of the 
heating systems of the 
whole house.
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